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Indigenous people of Dayak tribe in Kalimantan, Indonesia have traditionally
relied on a system of mutual cooperation called handep. The cultural context has
an influence on students mathematics learning. The handep system might be
suitable for modern learning situations to develop mathematical problem-solving
skill. The objective of the study was to investigate the effect of handep cooperative
learning model compared to problem-based learning model on mathematical
problem-solving skill of rational exponent material. The research was conducted
through pretest-posttest non-equivalent control group design. The sample of 66
students was selected from the population of 304 students through cluster random
sampling. The mathematical problem-solving skill assessed with essay test of the
open-ended question had reliability coefficient of
0,71. The students’ answers
scorings were obtained with the rubric of mathematical problem-solving skill. Data
analysis is conducted through ANACOVA. The result presents that the
mathematical problem-solving skill of students who learned through handep
cooperative learning model is better than problem-based learning. Handep
cooperative learning model is suitable to enhance the mathematical problem
solving skill of students in Kalimantan-Indonesia cultural context. The teacher
should construct the instructional material use metacognition questioning strategy
and also be familiar to their students’ prior knowledge of mathematics.
Keywords: handep cooperative learning, indigenous knowledge, metacognition
questioning, problem-based learning, problem-solving skill
INTRODUCTION
Problem-solving skill has a central position in mathematics education. The skills to
solve mathematical problems are a higher order thinking skill. According to Polya
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(1973) that there are four steps of mathematical problem solving as follow, understand
the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, and look back (Yuan, 2013).
Mathematical problem solving is a process which helps the students learn the concept
and skill (Tarzimah et al., 2010).
However, teaching problem-solving in mathematical problems at school is not easy.
Sarjoko (2003) has implemented the model of IMPROVE (Introduction new concept,
Metacognition questioning strategy, Practicing, Reviewing and reducing, Obtaining
mastery, Verification, and Enrichment) in cooperation setting and found that the tenthgrade students of the senior high school of SMAN-2 Palangka Raya of Central
Kalimantan, Indonesia. IMPROVE model can develop rational exponent understanding
of students’ rational exponent concept partially. Nevertheless, students cannot make a
relationship between prior knowledge in solving the rational exponent problem. The
implementation of the model has not arrived at a rational learning of problem-solving
yet and also cooperation setting has not stepped clearly.
On the other hand, in order to implement K-13 in Indonesia, problem-based learning has
recommended teaching mathematical problem-solving. But students had difficulty when
they learned mathematical problem solving using problem-based learning. According to
classroom observation result of Demitra (2006), the students in Kalimantan have
difficulty in cooperating. The steps of collaboration process of problem-based learning
are unclear for students. The collaboration process has not been optimal, leading to less
successful mathematical problem-solving process. Jaelani and Retnawati (2016) found
that the teacher has difficulties in implementing problem based learning. Other countries
such as Canada and Spain in Sharif and Gisbert (2015) showed the cultural impact on
teacher to design the instruction influenced.
The problem of developing problem-solving skill related to rational exponent can be
solved through developing a model of cooperative learning that considers the cultural
background of the student. The importance of cultural background like indigenous
knowledge has widely recognized in mathematics learning. The findings of some
research show that cultural background of students influenced their thinking and
supported the high achievement in mathematics learning (Cimen, 2014; Verner et al.,
2013; Weldeana, 2014). Cultural background such as indigenous knowledge system of
a tribe has a potential to serve as a basis to develop the learning strategies (Breidlid,
2009; Letsekha et al., 2013). Warren et al. (2004) also found that the indigenous teacher
aides were afforded greater authority when it came to behavioral management,
especially when dealing with the indigenous students, and resulting in each being given
greater responsibility for student learning. D’Entremont (2015) and Prediger (2004)
stated the importance of adopting the cultural background into mathematics teaching and
learning strategies.
Indigenous knowledge of mutual cooperation tradition of Indonesian tribes can inspire
the syntax of the cooperative learning model. The Dayak tribe in central KalimantanIndonesia has long been working together in a traditional mutual help and cooperation
called handep. Some people of Dayak tribe in the villages in Kalimantan-Indonesia have
big burdens such as for farming, harvesting, keeping moving their house to another safe
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place, conducting wedding party (Taylor, 2009; Yanarita, et al 2014). The handep
mutual cooperation system works (Demitra, et al., 2012):
“for example, exists in the harvest pattern. If each of families of A, B, and C wants to
harvest the rice plant in the village, they make an agreement for finishing their work by
handep mutual cooperation since they have no sophisticated technology for harvest. In
the beginning, families of A, B, and C meet together to discuss how to do their work,
and then they make an agreement by taking turns or shifts to help each other. The family
of A gets the first turn help by families B and C to harvest the rice plant. When the rice
plant of family A has been harvest completely, family B gets the second turn to be
assisted. Family B will do the harvest assisted by the family of A and C. When the rice
plant harvest of family B has been finished completely, family C gets the third turn for
help”.
The handep system might be suitable for modern learning situations. This indigenous
knowledge has been used in order to solve daily life problem from generation to
generation. The handep cooperative learning model is designed by adopting the stages
of handep mutual cooperation of the Dayak tribe combined with the stages of Polya
(1973) mathematical problem solving (Yuan, 2013). This model is called handep
cooperative learning model. This model has been validated through learning expert and
tried out on small group students. The learning expert stated that the model is suitable as
a model of teaching and learning. The result of tryout showed that the students get the
good skill to solve the problem of the number theory (Demitra, et al. 2012).This model
has been implemented for learning of rational and irrational numbers of senior high
school students of SMAN-3 Palangka Raya, Indonesia. The students can achieve good
mastery of competencies including distinguishing, defining, finding the characteristic of
rational and irrational numbers (Demitra, 2014).
The first step of handep cooperative learning model is to understand the prior
knowledge. Prior knowledge must be understood as a base of students grouping in
heterogeneous. It can make collaboration and knowledge sharing knowledge optimally.
Prior knowledge has been known to influence the student’s problem-solving skill and
understanding of the mathematical concepts. The study of Bringula, et al. (2016) show
that depending on prior knowledge, students can understand more of the terms of
equations and the following steps in solving equations. Hohensee (2016) said that the
performance of the problem solver is to mobilize the relevant elements of his knowledge
and connect them with the element of his problem.
The second step of handep is cooperative learning syntaxes, in which student learn the
material and reflect the problem mediated through metacognition questioning strategy.
This is the strategy used to help students to understand the material and identified what
their problem in learning the material. In this part, what part of the material has been
understood and what part of the material has still difficult for students is understood.
The questions, what do I understand from the material? Which point of the material or
the problem is difficult for me? Which part don’t I understand about the problem?
Mevarech and Fridkin (2006) and Özsoy and Ataman (2009) said that the
metacognition questioning strategy is one of the strategies which can be used for
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developing metacognition within the framework of constructivist learning to encourage
the students to ask questions themselves. Kramarski and Mevarech (2003) find that the
instructional methods of cooperative learning combined with metacognition training can
enhance the mathematical reasoning.
Handep cooperative learning model can become a solution for learning to get problemsolving skill in mathematics. The research is conducted to know the influence of handep
cooperative learning model compared with problem-based learning on mathematical
problem-solving skill. The research problem is that; “Is the problem-solving skill of
students who learned using handep cooperative learning better than problem-based
learning?” The aim of the research is to find out the effect of handep cooperative
learning compared to problem-based learning, on the problem-solving skill of rational
exponent of mathematics.
The benefit of the research is to find out whether the model of cooperative learning is
more suitable for mediated students’ learning on problem-solving skill in the context of
Kalimantan, Indonesia. The cooperation steps for collaboration are easier to implement
in the context of students in Indonesia.
METHOD
Students
The population is 304 tenth-grade students in nine classes of the senior high school of
SMAN-2 Palangka Raya. A total of 66 students in two classes was selected randomly
through cluster random sampling. One class was randomly chosen as a treatment group
(n = 33) which was taught by handep cooperative learning model. The other class as the
control group (n = 33) was taught by the problem-based learning model.
Experimental Procedure
This research was carried out with the quasi-experimental design of pretest-posttest nonequivalent control group design (Creswell, 2012). The experiment conducted by pretest,
treatment, and posttest. Treatment included teaching the students by handep cooperative
learning model in the treatment group, and by problem-based learning in the control
group. The same instructional material and worksheet were used to facilitate learning in
both groups.
Treatment is provided by designing a lesson plan, instructional material, and worksheet.
The mathematical content is the rational exponent of mathematics for senior high
school. Two lesson plans and worksheets that used for teaching handep cooperative
learning and problem-based learning model. Worksheet included a description of
content and open-ended problems mediated through metacognition questions. Syntaxes
of handep cooperative learning model (Demitra, 2011) and problem-based learning
(Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Budé, et al, 2009) are as present in Table 1.
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Table 1
Syntaxes of handep cooperative learning and problem-based learning.
Handep cooperative learning model
1. Understand prior knowledge.
To understand students' prior knowledge, and
use it as a base for constructed student's group as
heterogeneous.
2. Teacher introduces the new material.
3. Solve the problem individually.
Individually, students learn the material and
solve the mathematical problem in a worksheet,
through problem-solving steps and mediated by
metacognition questioning strategy.
4. Grouping the students of 3-4 peoples.
5. Share individual problem.
Each member shares his/her individual problem
to others in the team.
6. Solve the difficult problem together.
To conduct an agreement about solving the
individual problem in sequence the team begins
to solve the individual problem together, and get
solution one by one in turns.
7. The team presents the solution and
celebrates their success.

Problem-based learning
1. Grouping the students of 3 – 4 people.
2. Meeting the problem in the worksheet, read
the problem and understand the problem.
3. Defining the problem.
Problem is only defined by the known parameters and
stated in question form.
4. Gathering the facts.
Students tap into their previous experiences and prior
knowledge when gathering facts. Organizing the
information using a “know, need to know, need to
do”.
5. Hypothesizing.
Student theorizes or hypothesizes about the problem.
6. Researching.
Explore the source of data and collect data depend on
the question that investigated.
7. Rephrase the problem.
Refine the original problem statement.
8. Generate alternatives.
Generate ideas and code them as probable, possible,
or preferable.

Instruments
Mathematical problem-solving skill assessed through essay test and then students’
answers were assessed through an analytic rubric. Charles, et al. (1987) and Jonassen
(2014) said that the problem-solving skill can be assessed using test and analytical
rubric. The reliability coefficient of three items of essay test was calculated using the αCronbach of
0.71. Analytic rubric including three aspects as understanding the
problem, planning a solution and getting the answer (Charles, et al., 1987) are as
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
The analytic rubrics of mathematical problem-solving skill.
Aspects of problemsolving skills
Understand the
problem

Planning a solution

Getting answers

Levels of skill

Scores

Complete understanding of the problem.
Part of the problem misunderstood or misinterpreted.
Complete misunderstanding of the problem.
The plan could have led to a correct solution if implemented correctly.
Partially correct plan based on part of the problem being interpreted
correctly.
No attempt, or totally inappropriate plan.
Correct answer.
Copying error; computational error; the partial answer for a problem with
multiple answers.
No answer, or wrong answer based on an inappropriate plan.

2
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
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Analysis
The data analysis started with scoring the students’ answers to essay test used the
analytic rubric. Analysis of Covariance (ANACOVA) was carried out to analyze the
data at a significant level of 0.05. The fulfillment of the assumption analyses of
normality used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and that of homogeneity used the Levene test.
The data were analyzed with the software of SPSS 17 version.
FINDINGS
The aim of data analysis was to answer the research question: “Is it true that the
mathematical problem-solving skills of students taught through handep cooperative
learning are higher than that problem-based learning? The answer to the questions is
presented below.
Table 3 presents the mean score of the student who learned using handep cooperative
learning model before treatment of mathematical problem-solving skill of 18.00, which
increased to 37.42 following the treatment. While the mean score of students who
learned using problem-based learning model before treatment was 22.88, which
increased to 36.00 following the treatment.
Table 3
Mean score of mathematics problem-solving skill.
Group

N

Experiment
Control
Total

33
33
66

Pretest
Mean
18.00
22.88
20.44

SD
14.34
15.24
14.89

Posttest
Mean
37.42
36.00
36.71

SD
26.29
21.24
23.73

Note: SD = Standard Deviation
Figure 1 presented the increase of means of mathematical problem-solving skill. The mean
score of pretest was18.00 and posttest was 37.42. Therefore, there was an increase of 19.42
points for the mathematical problem-solving skill of the students that learned using handep
cooperative learning model. While in control group, the mean score of the students who
learned through problem-based learning model was 22.88 for pretest and 36.00 for posttest.
Therefore, there was an increase of 13.12 points. The increase of mean of problem-solving
skill of experiment group was higher than the control group.
The F value of Levene was 4.16 at p = 0.46, which showed that the score of mathematic
problem-solving skill has been fulfilled by homogeneity of variance. Table 4 shows the
result of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov value of mathematical problem-solving skill of each
pretest and posttest of control and experiment group has been fulfilled the normality.
Table 4
The assumption of normality fulfillment.
Group of scores
Experiment
Pretest
Posttest
Control
Pretest
Posttest

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p

0.13
0.14

0.14
0.10

0.12
0.14

0.15
0.08
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= Handep cooperative learning
= Problem based learning
Figure1
The increase of mathematical problem-solving skill.
The result of ANACOVA can be seen in Table 5. There is a difference in mathematics
problem-solving skill of students who learned by handep cooperative learning model
and those using problem-based learning model, which yielded of F(1.63)=3.94 at a
significant level of 0.05. The result answered the research question before. The
mathematical problem solving skill of students’ who learn by handep cooperative
learning model was higher than those using problem-based learning model, significantly.
Table5
The result of ANACOVA of mathematical problem-solving skill.
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: MPSS_POST-TEST*)
Source
Sum of quares
df
Corrected Model
22005.55a
2
Intercept
2748.26
1
PRE-TEST
21972.08
1
Model of teaching**)
910.96
1
Error
14585.98
63
Total
125545.00
66
Corrected Total
36591.53
65
a. R Squared = 0.60 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.59)

Mean Square
11002.77
2748.26
21972.08
910.96
231.52

F
47.52
11.87
94.90
3.94

Sig.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05

Note :*) Mathematical problem solving skill
**)
Handep cooperative learning vs. problem-based learning
DISCUSSION
The finding of the research shows that students’ mathematical problems solving skill
taught by handep cooperative learning model is higher than the problem-based learning.
It means that the handep cooperative learning model is more suitable for developing
mathematical problem-solving ability if compared to the model of problem-based
learning, for students in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia. The mutual cooperation through
handep cooperative learning model influences the students’ learning in the cultural
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context of Central Kalimantan, Indonesia. They become excited to cooperate in solving
the problem. Students learn in teamwork through handep cooperation mechanism not to
become awkward in asking questions and discussing in the team. They become more
familiar with the handep cooperation mechanism. Zedda, et al (2017) said that students’
working in a group of cooperative learning is related to student’s satisfaction.
Handep cooperative learning as a model has been constructed a base on Dayak tribe
indigenous knowledge in mutual cooperation, integrated to components of mathematical
learning such as mathematical problem-solving steps of Polya, and metacognition
questioning strategy. The integration of handep mutual cooperation with mathematical
problem solving and metacognition questioning strategy makes this model effective for
developing math problem-solving skills. The integration is also done by Park and
Nuntrakune (2013) in mathematics learning for students in Thai, who have different
cultures and difficulties to adopt cooperative learning model. Integration of Thai cultural
and cooperative learning can improve mathematics achievement. The finding of the
research proved the statement of Breidlid (2009), d’Entremont (2015), and also
Letsekha et al., (2013) stating that the knowledge system of a tribe as indigenous
knowledge forms the basis of the development of mathematics learning strategies.
The advantage of handep cooperative learning model compared to problem-based
learning is that it facilitates the process of collaboration. First, the collaboration process
of handep cooperative learning has been regulated with the steps in syntax. The steps in
cooperative team facilitate the students to elaborate their cognitive by peer tutoring.
When each student of the team helps others to solve the difficult individual
mathematical problem, collaboration process has been done. Students explain the
solution of math problem to others who have difficulties in solving the mathematical
problem. The student who cannot understand the problem gets the solution after the
other students guide him/her. Peer tutoring do at the moment of present the individual
difficult and then make the solution of the individual problem together. The team in the
heterogeneous ability of handep cooperative learning can enhance individual
responsibility. Barron & Hammond (2008) said that the heterogeneous ability of
students in a team facilitate the learning process of mathematical problems and
encourage individual responsibility. Similarly, Baiduri (2017) finds that peer tutoring
improves students’ activity in mathematics learning.
Second, math problem solving mediated through metacognitive questioning strategy in
the setting of handep mutual cooperation encourages reasoning. The worksheet contains
description of content and problems related to the rational exponent, inserted with
metacognition question. For example, the rational exponent problem of
metacognition questioning that mediated the students in understanding the
problem, formulated i.e. “What problem is the problem is categorized?”, “By which
properties can the problem can be solved?” When reading the metacognition question,
students attempt to think it by looking for reasons relevant to the problem. Students
reopen the pages on a worksheet and find properties exponential number, and then select
the properties of
, carefully. And they attempt to give a reason in their
own mind, "why do I select that property?”Is that choice true?"
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Cooperative learning combined with metacognitive leaning outperform students’
counterparts on both mathematical knowledge and mathematical reasoning (Mevarech &
Kramarski, 2003; Mevarech & Fridkin, 2006).In order to develop the reasoning skill,
handep cooperative learning model can use metacognition questioning strategy to
mediate the reflective thinking and reasoning of students. The metacognition
questioning strategy can help students’ thinking to reflect their problem (Mevarech &
Fridkin, 2006), through asking the question to themselves (Özsoy & Ataman, 2009).
Metacognition can help students connect their prior knowledge to understand and solve
the problem. When students work in the team to solve the mathematical problem
through metacognition questioning strategy, this process helps them reflect their
problem. Husamah (2015) said that the metacognitive knowledge includes knowledge
about oneself as a learner and the factors that might impact performance, knowledge
about strategies, and knowledge about when and why to use strategies. When the team is
looking for the solution of the mathematical problem, all members have the opportunity
to express the way of solving the problem and solve it together. The students’ reasoning
skill will improve until the team solves the problem. Husamah and Pantiwati (2014) said
that the learning in cooperation context improves students thinking.
Third, handep cooperative learning model considers the prior knowledge of students.
Prior knowledge is regarded as a base of grouping and the students of a team have the
heterogeneous ability, especially in terms of prior knowledge. The team with
heterogeneous ability supports the solving individual problem together. Prior knowledge
is the important factor of learning the new mathematical concept. Hohensee (2016) said
that the prior knowledge explicitly becomes clear when students make connections
between prior knowledge and new learning, when they apply their prior knowledge to
new contexts, and when they develop their prior knowledge as a result of applying that
knowledge to new contexts.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION
The finding of the research showed that handep cooperative learning model is more
effective for learning mathematical problem solving compared to that of the model of
problem-based learning. The model constructs integrated components of handep mutual
cooperation steps, mathematical problem-solving step, and metacognition questioning
strategy. Handep cooperative learning is more suitable for learning mathematical
problem solving of students in Kalimantan, Indonesia.
Handep cooperative learning model is potential to be implemented in mathematics
learning. However, the teacher should use metacognition questioning strategy.
Metacognition questions strategy can be included in a worksheet or material description
or can be delivered during collaborative team discussions. The teacher should know
prior knowledge in the mathematics of students.
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